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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we propose methods for fast incremental indexing
with effective and efficient query processing in XML element retrieval. The effectiveness of a search system becomes lower if document updates are not handled when these occur frequently on the
Web. The search accuracy is also reduced if drastic changes in document statistics are not managed. Though it will be important to
enable fast updates of indices, preliminary experiments have shown
that a simple incremental update approach has two problems: some
kinds of statistics are inaccurate, and it takes a long time to update
indices. We therefore propose two methods: one to approximate
term weights accurately with a small number of documents, even
for dynamically changing statistics; and the other to eliminate unnecessary update targets. Experimental results show that our proposed system can update indices up to 32% faster than the simple
incremental updates while while the search accuracy improved by
4% compared with the simple approach. The proposed methods
can also be fast and accurate in query processing, even if document
statistics change drastically.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.1 [Content Analysis and Indexing]; H.3.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]

General Terms
EXPERIMENTATION
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An information unit in XML element retrieval is not a document
but an element of XML documents. XML element retrieval systems
present elements that contain descriptions satisfying the information needs of users who thus do not have to spend time seeking
relevant descriptions in each document. Although existing studies
of XML element retrieval have attained both effectiveness and efficiency in query processing [20], [22], [12], [5], these studies have
not considered document updates.
Web documents are frequently updated; i.e. inserted, deleted,
or modified. In particular, Wikipedia articles are updated 4000 to
8000 times per hour1 . Information retrieval systems are expected
to present search results based on the latest content on the Web,
especially as new topics are added to documents. Without handling
updates, a search system cannot find newly inserted documents, and
it ranks documents based on obsolete information, which reduces
the effectiveness. Thus, we add a function for handling document
updates to the existing techniques for XML element retrieval.
The mainstream approach for updating an index is to construct a
new index periodically from scratch while discarding the existing
one. It may take a long time to retrieve updated documents if constructing a new index is costly. Incremental updates are required to
shorten this delay.
We believe that this is the first study focused on fast incremental
updates of indices in effective and efficient XML element retrieval
systems. Although Google supports fast incremental updates with
effective and efficient query processing, its approach differs from
ours. Google analyses the link information of Web pages to find
important pages, whereas our study utilizes text information. We
can apply our approach to other structured documents apart from
the Web, even if these do not have link information.
We therefore present a function for incremental updates with
XML element retrieval. Term weights must be calculated during incremental updates. A term weight is calculated with various kinds
of statistics, including global weights that are aggregate statistics
derived from all documents in a document set. Thus, global weights
are difficult to calculate immediately. These statistics were not contained in the indices of past studies, because those studies did not
target index updates. We incorporate these statistics into the proposed indices to enable fast updates. Two problems arise with incremental updates:
1 http://www.wikichecker.com/editrate/
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DID:1
<article>
<p>Bill Gates is …</p>
<body>
<sec>Early life …</sec>
<sec>Windows …</sec>
<sec>Books …</sec>
</body>
</article>

<article>
<sec>Steve Jobs …</sec>
<body>
<h2>Business life …</h2>
<sec>Apple computer …</sec>
</body>
</article>

Figure 1: XML document
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Concerning the first problem, global weights cannot be calculated accurately without a sufficient number of documents. We
need a method to approximate global weights accurately with an
insufficient number of documents. Such a method would be especially useful as new topics are added and document statistics
change drastically. The statistics related to the new topics vary as
the documents are updated and must be recalculated rapidly.
The second problem implies that incremental updates prolong
the indexing time. Moreover, in XML element retrieval, a much
larger number of search targets must be handled in comparison to
the number of documents2 . As a result, the cost to index all data is
high. To enable fast updates, we target only the important parts of a
document (elements) with an element filter, and we target important
terms for query processing with a term filter.
Using these techniques, we propose a method for fast incremental updates of indices with effective and efficient query processing
in XML element retrieval. We evaluated the effectiveness and efficiency of our approaches through experiments with two cases: the
static statistics case in which topics rarely change, and the dynamic
case in which new topics are added frequently.
In the remainder of this paper, Sections 2 and 3 describe the basic concept of XML element retrieval and the related studies, respectively. Section 4 implements and evaluates a simple system
of extended XML element retrieval for incremental updates of indices. Section 5 discusses the proposed methods that the simple
system applies to solve the problems, and Section 6 discusses the
experimental evaluations. Section 7 concludes this paper.

2.

XML ELEMENT RETRIEVAL

In this section, we describe the concepts of XML elements and
queries in XML element retrieval.

2.1

XML Element

We give specific examples in Figures 1–3 to define XML elements. Figure 1 illustrates XML documents. Each document is
assigned a document identifier (DID). Figure 2 depicts trees abstracted from Figure 1. An XML document can be presented by a
tree structure, which helps to understand the structure of the document. Each element is assigned an element identifier (EID), which
is assigned in document order. We can identify an element using its
DID and EID.
A pair of start and end tags represents an XML element node
within an XML tree, and the nested structure of XML elements rep2 For a certain document set, the index size of the document retrieval system is 13 GB, whereas that of the XML element retrieval
system is 89 GB. XML elements are discussed in Section 2.
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Figure 2: XML tree

• the search accuracy is affected by inaccurate global weights,
and
• it takes a long time to index all terms in all elements.
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Figure 3: XML element
resents ancestor–descendant relationships. Each element in Figure
3 is the text that comprises a set of text nodes within the XML tree
in Figure 2. We describe the path expression (PE) of each element.
Authors add structures to a document: e.g. chapters, sections,
and paragraphs. We utilize these structures to identify the best material for satisfying the information needs for users. Some structures are meaningless, so elements defined by those structures are
inappropriate as search results, and some existing studies [4], [3]
include attempts to eliminate these. Suppose that a user seeks information from Document 1 about “Early life . . . ”, “Windows . . . ”,
and “Books · · · ”. XML element retrieval systems try to present the
user Element 3 of Document 1, because that element contains all
of the information that the user needs and no extra information.

2.2

Queries for XML Documents

There are two ways for expressing an information need in a
query: through keywords and through document structure. A query
entirely composed of query keywords is called a content-only (CO)
query, whereas a query composed of pairs of query keywords and a
constraint on the document structure is called a content-and-structure
(CAS) query.
CO queries are used just as in traditional information retrieval
for text documents. Users can submit CO queries even if they do
not know the structures of the documents that are retrieved. In contrast, CAS queries utilize one of the most significant features of
structured documents: i.e. document structure. With a CAS query,
a user can obtain specific results with regard to granularity and content.
We give a specific example of a CO query and a CAS query.
These are expressed in the narrow extended XPath I (NEXI) [23]
query language. A CO query //*[about(., "Windows")]
means that the candidate search results are elements containing
“Windows”. Elements 1, 3, and 5 of Document 1 can be search

results in Figure 3.
A CAS query: //article[about(., "Steve")]//sec
[about(., "Apple")] is more complex. Let us focus on the
first half of the query, //article[about(., "Steve")],
which means that candidates for this part are elements that contain
“Steve” and whose path expressions end with an article tag.
The second half of the query, //sec[about(., "Apple")],
means that candidate search results are elements that contain “Apple” and whose path expressions end with a sec tag. The search
results are elements that satisfy the latter constraint and whose ancestor elements satisfy the former constraint. The only element satisfying the query constraints is Element 5 of Document 1 in Figure
3.

3.

RELATED STUDIES

Here we explain effective and efficient XML retrieval. We also
discuss studies focused on updates in search systems.

3.1
3.1.1

Effective and Efficient XML Searches
Effective XML Searches

The most important goal of XML element retrieval is highly accurate searches. The mainstream approach to extracting relevant
elements is as follows: first, calculate a term weight for each element by using a term-weighting scheme; next, compute a score for
each element using these term weights.
Term-weighting schemes for XML element retrieval are often
derived from studies on document retrieval. Both of these are composed of three types of factors: local weights that are statistics derived from each document (element); global weights that are statistics derived from all document in a document set; and constant
values (coefficients and parameters). Local weights and constant
values are easy to calculate and refer to because local weights are
computed for a newly inserted element. However, it is difficult to
calculate global weights on demand because the entire document
set must be scanned to compute these.
The most significant difference between document retrieval and
XML element retrieval is the method for computing global weights.
Term-weighting schemes in document retrieval assume that every
document has the same attribute and belongs to the same class.
Thus, global weights are calculated using all documents. However,
in XML element retrieval, elements are assigned to classes. Global
weights are calculated for elements of the same class. There are
different ways to classify elements. One approach is to classify
elements by path expression. In Figure 3, since Elements 4, 5, and
6 of Document 1, and Element 4 of Document 2 all have the same
path expression /article/body/sec, the global weights are
calculated using these elements.
Alternatively, elements with the same tag can be placed in the
same class. Because Elements 4, 5, and 6 of Document 1 and Elements 2 and 4 of Document 2 all have the sec tag, the global
weights are calculated using these elements, as depicted in Figure
3. We use classification based on path expression in our system,
because this is reportedly more accurate [18].
There are several kinds of term-weighting schemes for XML element retrieval; e.g. TF-IPF [10], BM25E [11], and the query likelihood model for XML element retrieval [17] (QLMEL). BM25E
is regarded as a more effective term-weighting scheme than TFIPF. Actually, most of the top-ranked search systems at INEX use
BM25E [2]. However, no exhaustive comparison between BM25E
and QLMEL has been explored. We therefore examine the potentials of these term-weighting schemes in this article.
BM25E [11] is a probabilistic model. In a term calculation of the
classic term-weighting scheme TF-IPF, statistics on the occurrence

frequencies of terms are utilized. Conversely, BM25E utilizes not
only the statistics but also element length (the number of terms in
an element). The term weight wbm25e (p, e,t) of term t in element e
with path expression p is calculated as follows:
wbm25e (p, e,t) =

(k1 + 1)t fe,t
ele
k1 ((1 − b) + b avel
) + t fe,t
p

N p − p f p,t + 0.5
· log
p f p,t + 0.5

(1)

where t fe,t is the term frequency of term t in element e, p f p,t is
the element frequency of term t in the elements with p, N p is the
number of elements with p, ele is the length of element e, and avel p
is the average length of the elements with p. The parameters k1
and b are set as commonly used values 1.2 and 0.75, respectively.
Moreover, sbm25e (e) is the score of e and is calculated as follows:
sbm25e (e) =

∑ wbm25e (p, e,ti )

(2)

ti ∈T

where T is a set of query keywords.
Language model techniques have been developed in the fields of
speech recognition and machine translation. Recently, these techniques have been introduced into the field of information retrieval.
In particular, the query likelihood model [13] is well studied and
achieves significant results. This model has been adapted to XML
element retrieval [17]. In the term-weighting scheme, the score of
each element is the product of the occupancy probabilities of the
query keywords as shown in Eq. (6). This means that non-zero values are computed only for the elements containing all the query
keywords. To avoid this, smoothing techniques are often used.
Smoothing values are computed not with a document (element)
model but with a background language model, which is applied
for an entire document set.
Let wqlm (p, e,t) be a probability that term t is generated in element e (i.e. a term weight), and let sqlm (p, e,t) be a score of element
e. These are calculated as follows:
wqlm (p, e,t) = ωP̂mle (t|Me ) + (1 − ω)P̂mle (t|M p )
t fe,t
Np

(4)

∑e∈p t fe,t
∑e∈p ele

(5)

P̂mle (t|Me ) =

P̂mle (t|M p ) =

(3)

where ω is a given parameter, Me is an element model for e, M p is
a background language model for p.
Moreover, sqlm (e) is the score of e and is calculated as follows:
sqlm (e) = P̂(T |Me ) = ∏ wqlm (p, e,t)

(6)

t∈T

3.1.2

Efficient XML Searches

Although the most important requirement of XML element retrieval is enabling effective searches, fast query processing is also
required by system users.
To attain efficient XML element retrieval, various approaches
have been taken, such as 1) compressing and reducing data to suppress the index size to minimize the amount of data scanned in
query processing, and 2) applying top-k algorithms to return search
results quickly. Many top-k searches have been proposed [6]. There
are two conditions for efficient query processing: 1) term weights
are calculated before query processing begins, and 2) terms are
sorted in descending order of weight. This means that we only
need to scan highly ranked terms in query processing. Note that

some query processing methods also utilize an index for a random
scan, which is used to refer to the weight of an arbitrary term in any
element.
Some studies [20], [22] have used term-weighting schemes [11]
for effective searches. Theobald et al. proposed two types of indices and a top-k algorithm for efficient searches [20]. One type is
for scoring an element in query processing, and the other type is
for checking a structural constraint on a query. They also proposed
cost-based query processing, which identifies an effective moment
to check the structural constraints and determines which query keyword is reasonable to process.
Trotman et al. proposed a low-cost method of data compression
and selection [22].
In these studies, the aim was to retrieve elements satisfying the
information need of a user by retrieving elements from a fixed document set; i.e. document updates were not considered.

3.2

Handling Document Updates on the Web

The handling of document updates is especially important in
Web search systems because documents are constantly inserted,
deleted, and modified. When documents are updated, useful search
systems should treat them as search targets immediately. If systems present search results based on a past snapshot of the Web,
the content of the Web documents may since have changed. Search
systems should reflect the current state of the Web and handle dynamically changing Web documents.
Recently, some techniques for handling document updates have
been proposed. Chen et al. [1] tackled this challenge in the field of
information extraction. They reported that a long processing time
is required to apply information extraction techniques to document
collections when document updates occur. As a result, a delay occurs before information extracted from the updated documents is
available. To shorten the delay, they proposed a method for recycling the intermediate results of past snapshots. Neumann et al.
[16] also effectively utilized the information of past snapshots, but
with Resource Description Framework (RDF) data.
Ren et al. [19] preserved not only the latest graph data but also
past snapshots to trace the transition of the graph. Our study is
different from theirs to the extent that we present the information
along with the latest state of the Web.
The aforementioned studies utilized the intermediate results of
past snapshots. Hence, we also utilize those or existing indices.
We incrementally update existing indices when new documents are
inserted. In addition, Web search systems are expected to maintain high performance with a low update cost. In the case of text
retrieval, high search accuracy should also be maintained.
There has been no adequate study focused on incremental updates in XML element retrieval with effective and efficient query
processing. Therefore, this is the first study to tackle the problem.
Although some researches have focused on incremental updates of
an inverted index [21], [9], [14], they proposed index data structures of indices and physical storage methods. Our study differ
from their studies because we introduce a function for incremental
updates of indices for several purposes in XML element retrieval
by proposing an efficient method of data management.

4.

SIMPLE EXTENSION FOR INCREMENTAL UPDATES

We propose an XML element retrieval system that can return
appropriate search results even when document updates occur. We
call this system a simple extension system because a function for
incremental updates of indices is extended to general XML element
retrieval systems such as [20] and [22].
We show the architecture of the simple extension system in Fig-
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Figure 4: Architecture of the simple approach
- Term (DID, EID, term, term weight, Path ID, element length)
- Tag-term (DID, EID, tag, term, term weight, Path ID, element
length)
- RS (DID, EID, term, term wight)
- Path (Path ID, path expression)
- GW-Path-term (Path ID, term, frequency [, values of background language model for QLMEL])
- GW-Path (Path ID, frequency, total length)
- Term-filter (tag, term, threshold value)
Figure 5: Structure of the indices
ure 4. General XML element retrieval systems have functions for
index construction and query processing. They do not assume that
document updates occur once indices are constructed. In contrast,
the simple extension system has capabilities for document insertion, deletion, and modification. In addition, functions for constructing indices and query processing in the simple extension system are the same as the functions of the general systems, though
the simple extension system stores global statistics that the general
systems do not. We describe proposed index structures, query processing, and document update processing in Sections 4.1, 4.2, and
4.3, respectively.

4.1

Structures of Indices

We show the structures of the proposed indices in Figure 5. In
many existing studies, the term weights stored in the indices are calculated beforehand, and structural constraints can be checked with
these. The proposed indices inherit these capabilities but also contain global weights to calculate a term weight immediately, which
is essential for fast incremental updates.
As in the related studies [20], [22], the structures of the indices
are defined in an RDB format. Primary keys are underlined. The
Term, the Tag-term, the RS, and the Path indices are used for
efficient and effective query processing as in other studies.
In the GW-Path-term and the GW-Path indices, the global
weights are indexed. To calculate a term weight, we utilize local
weights, global weights, and constant values. In Eq. (1), (4), and
(5), t fe,t and ele are local weights that are easy to calculate because
they are derived from each element. Conversely, p f p,t , N p , avel p ,
and P̂mle (t|M p ) are global weights that are difficult to calculate immediately because the entire document set must be scanned to compute them. Therefore, we store global weights in these indices for
fast term calculation.
The Term-filter index is used with the term filter, which is
one of the proposed methods. Because this simple approach does
not need the Term-filter index, we discuss it below in Section
5.2.2.

4.2

Top-k Searches
The simple extension system has a function for top-k searches [6]
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Figure 6: the version list and query processing
to enhance its usability in fast query processing. To return search
results, only the top k tuples are retrieved for each term (a pair of
tag and term for CAS queries). The term weights in the tuples
are summed for each element to calculate scores. Furthermore, a
weight in an arbitrary term in any element can be gained with a
random scan when we need to calculate exact scores for search
results. We can attain not only efficient query processing but also
effective query processing with the random scan.
A CO query retrieves the Term index whereas a CAS query retrieves the Tag-term sequentially to extract candidate search results in query processing. Accurate scores are calculated for elements by a random scan with the RS index. Note that tuples in
the Term index are grouped by term in descending order of term
weight, whereas tuples in the Tag-term index are grouped by pair
of tag and term. When a CAS query contains two or more structural constraints, the path expressions of elements must be checked
to determine whether these satisfy the query constraints.

4.3
4.3.1

Handling Document Updates
Document Insertion

When a document is inserted, the updating process is conducted
as follows:
(1) extracting elements from the inserted document,
(2) calculating term weights for the elements,
(3) updating indices.
Figure 4 describes each process in detail.
First, the document is parsed and elements are extracted. As a
result, elements e1 and e2 are extracted.
Second, the term weights of t1 and t2 in e1 , and t1 in e2 need to
be calculated. Term weights are calculated immediately with the
GW-Path-term and the GW-Path indices.
We only need to store all kinds of global weights in the indices
when using another term-weighting scheme requiring other statistics.
Finally, the Tag-term, the Term, and the RS indices are updated incrementally after the term weights are calculated.
Note that an entire set of documents can be updated at once to
reduce the I/O cost.

4.3.2

Document Deletion

When a document is deleted, there is a high cost to find and
delete all tuples related to the document because the tuples are
spread across the indices. We therefore take another approach to
reduce the cost of the deletion. We manage the DIDs of deleted
documents instead of deleting tuples in the indices. Then, we simply ignore the tuples of the DIDs in query processing. With this
approach, we can reflect the deletion immediately.

We prepare a version list to manage the deleted documents. The
list contains pairs. Each pair contains the DID of the deleted document and the version identifier (VID) with its value marked as
/ We overwrite the VID as 0/ when the DID of the deleted docu0.
ment is contained. Specifically, Document 100 in Figure 6 has been
/
deleted because the VID of Document 100 is 0.
The tuples of documents deleted in the indices are eliminated
when the load average is low. After eliminating the tuples, the DIDs
of the documents deleted in the version list are also eliminated.

4.3.3

Document Modification

The modification process is achieved through the deletion and
insertion processes. In more detail, we delete all tuples related to
the modified document and insert the latest version of the document to handle the modification. We also utilize the version list to
manage the version of the document, because there is a high cost to
delete the tuples of a modified document immediately. To enable
fast modification, we only target the tuples of the latest version in
query processing.
Note that the granularity of modification is document granularity, because some problems arise with element granularity. One of
the problems is the size of the version list. The overhead in query
processing become greater when we manage not documents but elements. Another problem is the difficulty in mapping old structure
to new structure when the document structure changes. These are
the reasons that we adopt the document as the granule of modification.
The modification process is conducted as follows: first, when a
modification occurs, the version list is scanned to determine whether
the DID of the modified document is contained. If the DID exists
in the version list, 1 is added to the VID; otherwise, the DID of
the modified document and its VID value of 1 are inserted. For
example, Document 101 in Figure 6 has gone through modification
twice because its VID is 2.
Second, the Term, the Tag-term, and the RS indices are updated in the same manner as for document insertion. As shown in
Figure 5, each tuple contains a VID whose value is the same as that
written in the version list. Note that the VID of the first document
inserted is 0.
Finally, each tuple is checked to determine whether the tuple is
valid in query processing based on the VID. The tuple is the latest
when the VID of the tuple is the same as that of the modified document in the version list. Moreover, the tuple is also the latest when
the DID of the modified document is not contained in the version
list. In contrast, the tuple is invalid when the VID of the tuple is
smaller than that of the modified document in the version list. We
give a specific example of the validation check in Figure 6. The
DID of the first tuple in the index is 103, and the version list does
not contain that DID. Thus, the first line is valid. The document
of the second tuple has been deleted, because the DID of this tuple
/ The third tuple is
is contained in the version list and its VID is 0.
the latest, because the VID of this tuple is the same as the VID corresponding in the version list to the Document 101. Similarly, the
fourth tuple is not the latest, because the VID of this tuple is less
than that of the VID corresponding to the Document 101.
Old versions of tuples in the indices are removed when the load
average is low. In this regard, the VID of the latest version of a tuple
is rewritten as 0, and the DID of the deleted document is removed
from the version list.

4.4

Preliminary Experiments on the Simple Extension System

We examine the effectiveness and efficiency of incremental updates of indices with the simple approach.

Table 1: Accuracies of term weighting schemes
BM25E
iP[.01]

4.4.1

.540

0.6
.500

QLMEL (ω)
0.7
0.8
.502 .514

0.9
.490

Test Collection and Implementation Settings

In the experiments, we used the INEX 2008 test collection provided by the INEX project3 . This test collection consists of three
components: (1) the INEX document collection, (2) the INEX topics, and (3) the INEX relevance assessments. The INEX document
collection is an XML Wikipedia corpus based on a snapshot of the
English version of Wikipedia. Approximately 660,000 articles are
in this corpus. The INEX topics include 68 queries, of which 32
are CO queries and 36 are CAS queries. We used all of these in
the experiments. The INEX relevance assessments are the evaluations of the queries to measure the effectiveness of XML element
retrieval systems. In this test collection, at most 1,500 elements are
presented as search results for each query.
In the INEX project, the interpolated precision at the recall level
of 1% (iP[.01]) is used as a formal measure of accuracy. The evaluation tool also measures the mean average interpolated precision
(MAiP) as the average precision at 101 recall levels.
The PC that we used for the experiments runs Oracle Enterprise
Linux 5.5. It has four Intel Xeon X7560 CPUs (2.3GHz), 512GB
of memory, and a 4.5TB disk array. The indices were implemented
using BerkeleyDB in GNU C++.
We conducted a preliminary experiment to choose a term-weighting
scheme used in later experiments. We examined the effectiveness
of BM25E and QLMEL to ascertain which term-weighting scheme
is more accurate one.
Table 1 indicates that BM25E is more effective term-weighting
scheme. Hence, we used this in the later experiments.

4.4.2

Experimental Procedure

We define an index before incremental updates take place as an
initial index. We distinguish between documents used to construct
initial indices (initial documents) and documents used to update indices (update documents). Here, we assume that the statistics of the
documents are static, i.e., the statistics of the initial documents and
the update documents are the same. For this purpose, we randomly
sampled documents in order to distinguish between them. In Section 6.4, we consider a more complex case in which the statistics of
the documents change dynamically.
All documents are processed through the stop-word and stemming steps before the construction of the initial indices begins. The
procedure is as follows: first, the initial documents are parsed to
calculate term weights and the initial indices are constructed; then,
the update documents are obtained for updating indices incrementally. All data in the GW-Path-term and the GW-Path indices
are scanned in the main memory during updates. Then, the update
documents are parsed and the Term, the Tag-term, and the RS
indices are updated incrementally.

4.4.3

Effects of Incremental Updates

We investigated search accuracies, update efficiency per document, and total time of index construction by changing the percentage of initial documents within the document set, as indicated in
Table 2. For example, when the ratio is 30%, the initial indices are
constructed using 30% of the documents in the set, and the indices
are updated using the remaining 70% of the documents. When the
ratio of initial documents is 100%, updates of the indices do not
3 https://inex.mmci.uni-saarland.de/

take place (no-update).
Table 2 shows that incremental updates reduce search accuracy,
which demonstrates that global weights cannot be computed accurately using only a subset of the documents. To make the incremental update practical, we need to solve the problem of inaccurate
global weights.
The average time for incremental updates is 101.6 ms per document when the ratio of initial documents is 50%, whereas the time
required to construct indices from scratch (no-update) is 56.0 ms
per document. This suggests that the update efficiency decreases as
the ratio of initial documents increase. As a result, indexing may
take a long time when we update a number of documents.

5.

ACCURATE TERM WEIGHTING AND
FAST UPDATING OF INDICES

Our previous experiments showed that the simple extension system has two problems: (1) the search accuracy is reduced by inaccurate global weights, and (2) the indexing takes longer. Hence, we
should improve the following requirements:
• the system retains search accuracy, and
• the system attains fast updating of indices.
Concerning the first requirement, global weights cannot be calculated accurately without sufficient documents because they originally reflect the entire document set. To solve this problem, the
simplest approach is to update the global weights as new documents are inserted. Although the idea of updating global weights
is reasonable, we cannot always have enough newly inserted documents to calculate accurate global weights. We therefore consider
how to calculate accurate global weights even with a limited number of documents, and we propose a solution in the next section.
Regarding the second requirement, experiments have shown that
incremental updates lengthen the indexing time. Even if the update
time is not increased, a large number of update targets are handled
in XML element retrieval, although only a few of these appear in
search results. Therefore, it is effective to select the update targets
to reduce the indexing time. We propose an element filter and a
term filter to select update targets from elements and terms, respectively, so that we can identify important elements and terms in a
document. We discuss these filters in Section 5.2.

5.1

Accurate Approximation of Global Weights

We attempt to calculate global weights accurately using a limited number of documents. Since these are calculated within elements having the same path expression, we cannot obtain appropriate statistics for a path expression appearing rarely in the document
set. We therefore consider a more effective approach. Specifically,
we integrate path expressions having a similar property to expand
the elements in the same class.
To accomplish this, we utilize the method proposed in our previous study [7] for integrating path expressions. This integration
method calculates an accurate global weight for a path expression
of few frequencies. The current case is similar to that in the previous study. In both cases, the global weights of elements with
rare path expressions are not calculated accurately. Therefore, the
integration method should improve the results.
To integrate path expressions, we regard a path expression as
an array of tags and identify the path expressions that are similar to each other in terms of the appearance order and appearance
frequencies of tags. As a result of the integration, we eliminate
classes that do not contain enough elements to calculate accurate
global weights.

Table 2: The results of the simple approach
ratio of the initial
documents (%)
10
30
50
70
90
no-update

iP[.01]

MAiP

.411
.471
.480
.497
.508
.540

.130
.139
.135
.140
.144
.143

update time
(ms/doc)
60.8
76.5
101.6
107.2
205.4
(56.0)

1: /article/sec
2: /article/sec/sec
3: /article/sec/emp/sec
4: /article/emp/sec
5: /article/emp/sec/sec

article: 1, sec: 1
article: 1, sec: 2

Figure 7: Examples of path expressions

article
sec

1: /article/sec
2: /article/sec/sec

article
sec
emp

3: /article/sec/emp/sec
4: /article/emp/sec
5: /article/emp/sec/sec

Figure 8: An example of classification in ST
In addition, the cost to adopt these methods is small, because
these approaches simply calculate a frequencies and check the order of tags in a path expression. We can ignore the harmful effects
on update efficiency. We now explain three integration methods:
1) set-of-tags method (ST),
2) bag-of-tags method (BT), and
3) order-of-tags method (OT).

5.1.1

Set-of-Tags Method (ST)

Tags in structured documents are separated into two groups. One
represents structural classifications such as article and sec tags.
The other indicates semantics, ideas, attributes, and specific contents such as person, emp, and table tags. These two groups
of tags are supposedly independent in their appearance. This suggests that a combination of tags can generate two or more path expressions. It is not always appropriate that these path expressions
are placed into different classes. This is why we focus on relaxing
the appearance order and frequencies of tags in path expressions to
integrate similar path expressions.
The set-of-tags (ST) method relaxes both the appearance order
and frequencies of tags in path expressions. Accordingly, we consider only the names of the tags. We classify path expressions composed of the same tag names as members of the same class.
Classification of the path expressions in Figure 7 is shown in
Figure 8. The first two path expressions are in the same class because they are both composed of article and sec tags, while
the other three path expressions are in the same class because they
are all composed of article, sec, and emp tags. The global
weights of the elements with the first two path expressions are calculated together, and the global weights of the elements with the

total time of
index construction (h)
11.1
11.9
12.3
13.1
13.3
10.3

1: /article/sec
2: /article/sec/sec

article: 1, sec: 2, emp: 1

3: /article/sec/emp/sec
5: /article/emp/sec/sec

article: 1, sec: 1, emp: 1

4: /article/emp/sec

Figure 9: An example of classification in BT

/article/sec
/article+/sec+ 1:
2: /article/sec/sec
/article+/sec+/emp+/sec+ 3: /article/sec/emp/sec
/article/emp/sec
/article+/emp+/sec+ 4:
5: /article/emp/sec/sec
Figure 10: An example of classification in OT
other path expressions are calculated together.

5.1.2

Bag-of-Tags Method (BT)

The bag-of-tags (BT) method relaxes only the appearance order
of tags in path expressions. We do not consider the order of tags
from the perspective of the bag-of-words concept.
Classification of the path expressions in Figure 7 is shown in
Figure 9. We first enumerate the names and frequencies of tags in
each path expression to integrate the path expressions classified as
members of the same class. As a result, we integrate the third and
fifth path expressions because both have one article, two sec,
and one emp tags.

5.1.3

Order-of-Tags Method (OT)

The order-of-tags (OT) method relaxes only the appearance frequencies of sequential tags in a path expression. In some path expressions, a tag appears consecutively two or more times; for example, col tags in table of HTML. In this case, even if the frequencies of a tag appearing consecutively are different, we suppose
that the features of a path expression are not much different because
the semantics of each tag are fixed. Therefore, if consecutive tags
are the same, such tags can be aggregated.
Classification of the path expressions in Figure 7 is shown in Figure 10. Note that sec tags appear consecutively in the second and
fifth path expressions. The first and second path expressions are
integrated, because these have have one or more article tags
followed by one or more sec tags. The fourth and fifth path expressions are also integrated, these have one or more article
tags followed by one or more emp tags, and one or more sec tags.

5.2

e

Filters for Reducing Update Cost

small
terms

We propose two kinds of filters for selecting important elements
and terms to index.
It is obvious that we can reduce update cost with these filters.
However, search accuracy will be reduced if we remove elements
and terms relevant to any query. This would violate the first requirement. To avoid a decrease in search accuracy, we should decide
carefully which elements and terms can be removed.

5.2.1

e

We propose an element filter to remove unnecessary elements.
We previously proposed a method to remove elements that cannot
be the search results of any query [3] and a method to identify the
most appropriate granularity for search results [8]. Those studies
led to the fact that moderate granules are the most appropriate as
search results, because extremely large granules (e.g. whole documents) tend to contain irrelevant descriptions and extremely small
granules cannot satisfy the information need by themselves. Hereinafter, we attempt to remove extremely small elements, since identifying these is easier.
It is essential to define what extremely small elements are. Many
of the Web documents include table-of-contents or reference information, which basically consists not of sentences but of keywords.
These descriptions cannot satisfy an information need directly, although they can serve as navigational information. Since one requirement for text summarization is that “information should be
self-contained” [13], we remove any element that cannot be understood by itself.
Based on the discussion above, we define three conditions of
extremely small elements as follows:

e

(3) elements with rare path expressions (threshold τZip f ).
Regarding the first condition, the terms in the information other
than the body text including table-of-contents and reference information, contain few terms also in the elements. Actually, study
[3] reports that search accuracy improves when short elements are
removed.
In the second condition, elements with deep path expressions
are eliminated. Tables or lists in HTML have a tendency to be
nested deeply. The value of each cell is nonsense without further
information, which is the reason that we regard these elements as
irrelevant.
Regarding the third condition, path expressions that rarely appear in the document set cannot be calculated accurately, as discussed above in Section 5.1. We therefore use Zipf’s law [15] to
obtain the threshold of median frequency f , which is computed as
follows:
p
8F1 + 1 − 1
f=
(7)
2
where F1 is number of the path expressions appearing only once in
the document set.
To retain search accuracy, we seek appropriate thresholds to remove only irrelevant elements. Preliminary experiments on the element filter are described in Section 6.2.
Figure 11 illustrates the behavior of the element filter. Suppose
that four elements, e1 , e2 , e3 , and e4 , are extracted from inserted
documents. Elements e1 , e2 , and e4 are eliminated by the element
filter because e1 is too short, the path expression of e2 is too deep,
and the path expression of e4 rarely appears. As a result, only e3 is
chosen as a target.
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5.2.2

Term Filter

Although there are many candidate search results, only a few
elements are presented as search results. Therefore, we suppose
that search accuracy is not significantly affected if indices do not
contain terms with low weights.
Based on this idea, we remove the unimportant terms with the
term filter. The thresholds τtw are defined as the term weights of
the nth largest term for each pair of tag and term contained in the
indices. These values are stored in the Term-filter index so
that they can be looked up quickly.
Note that we apply the term filter only to the Term and Tag-term
indices to enable accurate calculation of the score for elements with
the RS index. In addition, we do not apply the filter when the number of tuples of the pair of tag and term is less than n.
Figure 11 shows an example of how the term filter works. Suppose that τtw is 0.5 and there are three terms to insert into the
Tag-term, the Term, and the RS indices. We use the single
value of τtw for simplicity although τtw differs for each pair of tag
and term. Terms t1 (1.0 > τtw ) and t3 (0.8 > τtw ) are successfully
indexed with the Term, the Tag-term, and the RS indices because
they are greater than τtw . In contrast, term t2 (0.3 < τtw ) is only
indexed with the RS index because it is less than τtw .

5.3

Architecture of the Proposed System

Figure 12 shows the architecture of the proposed system. The
main differences between the simple extension system and the proposed system are that latter integrates path expressions to calculate accurate global weights and utilizes two filters (i.e. the element filter and the term filter) to reduce the update cost. The
Term-filter index contains the thresholds for the term filter.
The query processing part is the same as in the simple approach.

Table 5: Effects of the term filter with changing n

Table 3: Accuracies with changing τel
τel
iP[.01]

25
.526

30
.530

35
.540

40
.527

45
.526

50
.532

55
.527

n
iP[.01]

Table 4: Depth of PEs and the ratio of elements
τdepth
All
Top

3
.19
.69

4
.44
.89

5
.69
.97

6
.88
.99

6.1

7
.96
1.00

run ID
no-update
baseline
ST
BT
OT
τel
τdepth
τZip f
elem filter
term filter
two filters
ST_filters

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATIONS
Experimental Design

With the simple extension system as the baseline, we investigate
whether integrating path expressions and the applying two filters
is effective for searching accurately and efficient for updating the
indices.
The experimental environment is the same as that used for the
simple extension system. The proposed methods are evaluated using two document sets; one with static statistics, which means that
its topics rarely change; and the other with dynamic statistics, which
means that new topics are regularly added.
Our proposed approaches admit some variations. There are four
ways of calculating global weights: the default method, which is
classification based on path expression; the set-of-tags method (ST);
the bag-of-tags method (BT), and the order-of-tags method (OT).
There are three parameters in the element filter: the element length
threshold τel , the path depth threshold τdepth , and Zipf’s threshold
τZip f . By examining the effectiveness of each approach, we can
choose the best setting.
In our experimental procedure, we first ran some preliminary experiments to tune the parameters of the element filter and term filter.
Next, with these tuned parameters, we measured the average update
time per document, the index size, and the search accuracy for each
variation of the proposed methods. We used the document set with
static statistics and chose 50% as the ratio of initial documents. Finally, we confirmed the effectiveness of the proposed methods by
using the document set with dynamic statistics.

6.2

Preliminary Experiments for the Element
Filter and Term Filter

The element filter eliminates the elements that have extremely
short elements, extremely deep path expressions, and rarely appearing path expressions. In this section, we describe some experiments
that we conducted to decide the thresholds.
According to the results listed in Table 3, we set τel to 35; namely,
in terms of search accuracy, the best value for the element-length
threshold is 35.
Table 4 shows the proportion of elements whose depth of path
expressions is less than or equal to τdepth . We measured the proportion for all elements in the test collection and for only those
highly ranked elements obtained in our previous study [8]. There is
a difference between the result for all elements and that for highly
ranked elements. This indicates that we can extract purely useful elements if the depth threshold is set to extract as many highly

1500
.477

5000
.483

10000
.490

15000
.462

30000
.484

Table 6: Effects of the proposed approaches

When documents are inserted, the global weights in the GW-Path-term
and the GW-Path indices are updated after these are re-calculated
using integrated path expressions.
When updating documents, the proposed system treats only the
elements and the terms selected by the two filters, unlike the simple
extension system.

6.

no filter
.480

update time
(ms/doc)
(56.0)
101.6
102.3
100.4
100.4
80.1
95.1
92.6
75.9
84.9
69.1
69.5

disk
size(GB)
158
158
160
158
159
130
147
156
124
142
114
116

iP[.01]
.540
.480
.525
.489
.492
.518
.490
.490
.506
.491
.490
.499

MAiP
.143
.123
.120
.115
.115
.122
.132
.133
.123
.127
.126
.125

ranked elements as possible and to discard useless elements. We
set τdepth to 6, which ignores any element whose depth is six or
more.
We also investigated the threshold of Zipf’s law. We computed
median frequency of the path expressions by using Eq. 7. We set
τZip f to 166, which ignores any element whose path expression
appears 166 or fewer times in the initial index.
In analogy with the element filter, the term filter eliminates terms
whose weights are below the threshold. We conducted an experiment to decide the threshold for the term filter, as shown in Table 5.
We set n to 10000 or τtw , which ignores the terms whose weights
are less than the 10,000th largest weight of each pair of tag and
term.

6.3

Evaluations of the Document Set with Static
Statistics

We measured the average update time per document, the size of
indices, and the search accuracy with each variation of the proposed
methods, as indicated in Table 6. Note that in the case of no-update,
or constructing a new index from scratch, the average update time
replaces the construction time of the initial indices. Note that elements whose length is less than τel are removed from all results,
even those of no-update.
Compared with the iP[.01] of the simple baseline system, those
of ST, BT, and OT are improved. In particular, ST is the most
effective method for calculating accurate global weights and is 9%
more accurate than the baseline. In addition, the update efficiencies
of these methods are almost equal.
All components of the element filter (i.e. τel , τdepth , and τZip f )
save update cost without reducing search accuracy. The combination of τel , τdepth , and τZip f is the most effective of all possible
combinations and yields 25% faster updates than the baseline approach. We used this setting for the element filter in the subsequent
experiments. The term filter also reduces the update cost by 16%
without sacrificing search accuracy compared with the baseline approach.
Next, we evaluated the combination of the two filters. This approach performs better than either of single filters in terms of both
update efficiency and search accuracy. The update efficiency is improved by 32%.

Table 7: Category and Query
Category name
Technology and applied sciences
Culture and the arts
Natural and physical sciences
Society and social sciences
History and events
Philosophy and thinking
General reference
Health and fitness
People and self
Geography and places
Mathematics and logic
Religion and belief systems

CQ
18
20
9
4
4
3
3
2
3
2
0
0

CW
54
51
24
13
11
8
7
7
6
5
0
0

The former experiments showed that the search accuracy improved with the path expression integrating method and the update
efficiency improved with two filters. Then, we combined ST and
the two filters as ST_filters. The search accuracy improved by 4%
compared with the baseline, while the update efficiency improved
by 32%.
In terms of query efficiency, each method takes 1.5 s to 2.0 s per
query. This should be acceptable for users. Finally, we can attain
fast incremental updates of indices with an effective and efficient
search.

6.4

Evaluations of the Document Set with Dynamic Statistics

In the previous evaluations, we assumed that the term distribution and term statistics are static. However, new topics can emerge
suddenly on the Web and may change the term distribution drastically. Here we artificially assemble a document set with dynamic
statistics to investigate the effectiveness of the proposed methods.
In this set, the initial documents do not include a certain topic but
the updated documents do include the topic. We outline the steps
to evaluate as follows: (1) identify documents on a certain topic,
(2) construct the initial index using the other documents, and (3)
update the indices incrementally using the documents related to the
topic.
We utilized the categories in Wikipedia to judge whether a document belongs to a certain topic. Wikipedia has many categories of
various sizes: twelve major categories are listed in Table 7. We separated 68 queries into the twelve categories. Each query contains
from one to five query keywords, and we obtained a keyword set
for each category. Since the categories “Technology and applied
sciences” (technology for short) and “Culture and the arts” (culture for short) include relatively large numbers of queries (category
queries, or CQs) and query keywords (category keywords, or CW),
we used these categories in the evaluation. We assigned a document to a certain category if the document contains the category
keywords. Note that these category keywords are stemmed.
CW of technology : aircraft, applied, automobil, aviat, bay,
bletchlei, break, car, code, colossu, compani, comput, databas, detect, engin, expert, file, filter, format, graphic, imag, inform, instal, intrus, invent, java, languag, linux, manag, mechan, metadata,
mine, motor, museum, network, nikola, open, oper, park, patent,
program, raid, record, retriev, rotari, secur, social, sourc, storag,
system, tata, tesla, virtual, wireless
CW of culture : acquisit, africa, al, basketbal, berber, bilingu,
childbirth, children, classic, countri, cultur, danc, dish, europ, eu-

ropean, fiction, film, food, franc, game, guitar, hors, instrument,
japanes, keyboard, languag, mahler, museum, nba, north, person,
picasso, player, portugues, produc, region, rule, scienc, scrabbl,
song, spanish, style, symphoni, tap, tast, terracotta, tradit, typic,
vegetarian, vodka, wine
We used the category queries only to examine the effectiveness
of the proposed methods, because we focus on the effects of term
distributions with dynamically changing statistics. In this situation,
we assumed that users expect an effective search to be available as
soon as new topics are added to the collection.
The numbers of documents in the initial indices of technology
and culture are 280,000 and 200,000, respectively. We evaluated
the effects of the changing statistics at four points during the updates. After the updates, the number of indexed documents reached
660,000 for both categories.
Table 8 lists the iP[.01] of each category for the baseline and
ST_filters. For both categories, the proposed methods attained better search accuracies than the baseline. In particular, ST_filters
increased the search accuracies rapidly even when the number of
update documents was small.

7.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed methods for fast incremental updates
of indices for XML element retrieval to attain both effectiveness
and efficiency in the query processing. The simple solution for
incremental updates has two problems: (1) decreased search accuracy, and (2) increased update time. We solved these problems by
integrating path expressions and utilizing two filters for excluding
unnecessary data.
The experimental evaluations showed that our proposed approaches
are effective and efficient for both static statistics and dynamic
statistics. In particular, a variation of the proposed approaches can
reduce update time by 32% while the search accuracy improved by
4% compared with the simple extension system for static statistics.
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